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Introduction

The theory of rational choice, as formulated in the economic and philosophical literature, assumes that agents
evaluate alternative actions by reference to a probability distribution over their possible outcomes together
with a utility function defined on those outcomes: in the simplest case, the agent combines probability and
utility into a notion of expected utility defined over actions, and then chooses some action whose expected
utility is maximal. A good deal of attention has been devoted to the structure of those utility functions
that might actually be thought to underlie human decision making [9], and the more applied literature on
decision analysis has focused on the task of eliciting such preference information from humans [8]. When we
attempt to build artificial agents that are capable of making rational decisions, we likewise need to provide
them with techniques for evaluating the options they encounter.
Our approach to this problem--the rational evaluation of options--differs in two important ways from
that of classical decision theory. First, while decision theory assumes that the utility of an outcome is given
as part of the background setting, we note that the overall desirability of an option presented to an agent
is often not immediately apparent; and we are explicitly concerned with the mechanism through which it
might be discovered. We focus, in particular, on the case in which the option presented to an agent has a
known benefit, but requires some effort--the execution of a plan--for its achievement. In order to evaluate
the overall desirability of the option, the agent thus has to arrive at some assessment of the cost involved in
achieving it.
Second, we insist that the task of evaluating an option should be computationally realizable; and in
particular, our work here is developed within the theoretical framework first articulated in [2], and then
further elaborated in [3, 16], according to which it is best to view a resource-bounded agent as operating
always against the background of some current set of intentions, or plans. In contrast to standard decision
theory, where actions are evaluated in isolation, we develop a model in which the options presented to an
agent are evaluated against a background context provided by the agent's current plans---commitments to
future activities, which, at any given point, may themselves be only partially specified. The interactions
between the new option and the background context can complicate the task of evaluating the option,
rendering it either more or less desirable in context than it would have been in isolation.
*Supported by National Science Foundation grant IRI-9619562.
tSupported by National Science Foundation grants IRI-9258392 and IRI-9619579, and by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research Contract F49620-98-1-0436.
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As an example, suppose an agent is already committed to going to the airport tomorrow afternoon to
catch a plane, but has not yet decided whether to get there by taxi or by taking the airport shuttle van. Given
this background context, the agent might then have to evaluate the newly presented option of attending a
lunch time meeting tomorrow. If the meeting is to be held on campus, and is likely to run late, a decision
to attend may rule out the possibility of taking the van. Assuming that the van costs less than the taxi,
the new option would then be less desirable in context that it would have been in isolation; the benefit of
attending the meeting must be at least great enough to compensate for the difference in cost between taxi
and van to make it worthwhile. On the other hand, suppose the meeting is to be held at an airport hotel.
In this case, the background context reduces the cost associated with the new option, increasing its overall
desirability, since the agent is already committed to going to the airport: the agent might rationally choose
to attend the meeting, since he is going to the airport anyway, even if this option is not one the agent would
have decided to pursue in isolation.
The present paper begins the task of providing a theoretical and computational analysis of the reasoning
involved in situations like this, where a new option must be evaluated within the context provided by
a background plan. We believe that the approach developed here has some applicability in the analysis of
human choice. However, because we are primarily concerned with the design of artificial agents, we represent
both the agent's background context and the new options it might encounter using a well-understood plan
formalism familiar from artificial intelligence (AI). Our approach to evaluating the desirability of new plans
can thus be dovetailed with computational accounts of plan generation.
We limit our attention in this paper to a very restricted setting, in which all plans are primitive (not
hierarchical) and complete, and all actions have deterministic outcomes. In this simple setting, the only ways
in which one plan can influence the cost of another is by allowing or blocking the possibility that separate
steps might be merged into one. (In the airport story, for instance, when the meeting is held at the airport,
the step of getting to the meeting can be merged with the step of getting to the airport, which is already part
of the agent's background plan.) Although our restriction to this special case prevents us from considering
many of the more interesting ways in which plans might interact, even this very simple setting is sufficiently
rich to allow us to illustrate the shape of our theory, and we defer a detailed treatment of more complicated
plan interactions to subsequent work.

2

Primitive plans

Basic concepts
We represent primitive plans using a standard formalism [13, 20, 15], in which a plan consist of a set of steps,
temporal constraints on those steps, and causal links, which record dependency relations among steps. As
usual, we assume a set of action types, defined in terms of preconditions and effects (for clarity, we limit
our attention only to propositional preconditions and effects). The plan steps are instances of the action
types. The planning literature tends to concentrate on qualitative temporal constraints, specifying only the
relative order of steps (but see [1]). In contrast, we also allow for quantitative constraints, which associate
steps with actual time points. To this end, we model time as a totally ordered set of moments {m0, m l , . . . } ,
where mi < mj if and only if i < j, and we assume here that each step occupies a single moment of time.
D e f i n i t i o n 1 ( P r i m i t i v e p l a n ) A primitive plan 7~ is a triple of the form (S, O,/~), with these components
defined as follows: S is a set of steps of the form Si, each associated with a time indicator ti; O is a set of
ordering constraints, of the form tl = tj, tl < tj, ti ---- mk, o r ti < mk, where ti and tj a r e time indicators
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associated with steps belonging to S and mk is a moment;/2 is a set of causal links of the form (S~, Q, Sj),
where Q is an effect of the step Si and a precondition of the step Sj.
We assume a function Type associating each step Si with Type(Si), its action type. We require O to contain
a temporal constraint of the form ti < tj whenever there is a link (Si, Q, Sj) in/~. And we suppose that
an entailment relation ~- is defined on the temporal constraint language, allowing us to draw out implicit
consequences (for example, {tj = m,t~ < tj} t- ti < m), and providing us, also, with a notion of consistency
for a set of temporal constraints.
To illustrate, let us consider the plan of buying a shirt at the mall, which might be represented in the
current framework as 7~i ---- ( 8 1 , 0 1 , £ i > , where Si = {Si,$2,$3,$4}, Ol ~- {tl < t3,t2 < t3,t3 < t4,t3 -m6}, a n d / : l = {(Si, A, $3), ($2, B, $3), ($3, C, $4>}. Step Si represents an action of going to the mall and

that $2 is an action of bringing one's wallet (which, we suppose, includes a credit card); $1 thus has as its
effect the statement A, representing the proposition that the agent is at the mall, and $2 the statement B,
representing the proposition that the agent has its credit card. The step $3, then, represents the action of
actually buying the shirt; it requires A and B as preconditions and generates C as an effect, representing the
proposition that the agent has the shirt. Finally, $4 is a dummy step representing the achievement of the
goal, taking C as its precondition and generating no effects. The links (S1, A, $3> and ($2, B, $3) represent
the fact that Sx and $2 are performed for the purpose of establishing the various preconditions of $3 (in the
process of plan generation, their presence would block the insertion of another step that might interfere with
these preconditions), and likewise the link ($3, C, $4) indicates that $3 is performed in order to achieve the
goal state. Of the temporal ordering constraints, the first three are qualitative constraints inherited from
the causal links, while the fourth is a quantitative constraint specifying that $3 must be performed precisely
at m6 (the moment, perhaps, that the shirt is on sale).
We will say that a plan is scheduled when each of its steps has been assigned a specific moment of
execution. In this paper, we prohibit schedules with concurrent actions, although, importantly, two steps of
the same action type can be merged--assigned to the same moment of execution.

Definition 2 (Schedule, scheduled and schedulable p l a n s ) A schedule for a plan "P = (S, O, L:) is a
set of constraints O such that: (1) there is a constraint of the form ti = m in O for each Si in ,9; (2) (9 U 0
is consistent; and (3) Type(Si) = Type(Sj) whenever O U O ~- ti = tj. The plan ~0 is said to be scheduled
whenever there exists a set of constraints O C O such that O is a schedule for the plan; ~0 is said to be

schedulable whenever there exists a schedule for it.
As an example, the constraint set O = {tz = m3, t2 = m4, t3 = m6, t4 = m7} is a schedule for the plan P l
above, showing that this plan is schedulable. Of course, a plan whose ordering constraints are themselves
inconsistent cannot be scheduled, but even a plan whose ordering constraints are consistent may nevertheless
fail to be schedulable, since its only consistent linearizations may be those in which type distinct steps are
assigned to the same moment. Schedulability is thus a stronger requirement than mere consistency of
temporal constraints.
We focus in this paper on plans that are complete, in the sense that no further planning is needed in order
to guarantee the preconditions of their various steps, although additional scheduling may still be required.

Definition 3 (Complete plans) Let P = (S, O, £) be a plan. A precondition A of a step Si
established whenever there is some link (Sj, A, Si) in/2. A link (Sj, A, S~) from/~ is threatened
there is both an action Sk in S with effect ~A and a schedule O for P such that O U O & tj < tk
plan P is complete just in case each precondition of each step from ,9 is established and no link
threatened.
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from S is
whenever
< ti. The
from/~ is

This definition of plan completeness is equivalent to the standard notion from the literature, except that it
replaces the idea of temporal consistency with the stronger notion of schedulability.
In order to assess the desirability of a new option against a background context, we need to be able to
reason about the plans that are formed when two others are combined, as follows.

Definition 4 ( U n i o n o f p l a n s ) Given plans 79 = (S, O, £) and 791 = (S 1, O', £1), the union of the two
plans is 79 U 791 = (S U S I, O U 0 I, £ U £1).
Note that the union of two independently schedulable plans might not be schedulable, since their temporal
constraint sets may not even be jointly consistent; also, the union of two complete plans might not be
complete, since steps in one may threaten links in the other. If the union of two complete plans can be
made complete and schedulable simply through the addition of ordering constraints, we say that the plans
are strongly compatible.

Definition 5 ( S t r o n g c o m p a t i b i l i t y ) Let 79 = (,5, O, £) and 791 = (S', O', £') be complete plans. Then
79 and 791 are strongly compatible just in case there is a temporal constraint set 0 I1 such that (S U S ~, O U
0 1U 0 I1, £ U/~1) is complete and schedulable.
As an example, consider the plan 792 = ($2, O2, £2), where ,52 = {$5, $6}, O2 = {t5 < t6}, and £2 =
{($5, D, 86)}, and where the step $5 has D and -~A as effects. (Intuitively, 792 might represent the plan of
going home, with D representing the proposition that the agent is at home, and -~A, of course, the proposition
that the agent is no longer at the mall.) Then 792 and the previous 791 are strongly compatible, as shown by
the constraint set 0 II = {t3 < ts}, since (S~ U $2, O1 O 0 2 U 0 II, £1 U £2) is complete and schedulable.
The notion of strong compatibility defined here is, in fact, a very strong notion, since it does not allow
either of two compatible plans to be modified in any way, but only supplemented with additional scheduling
information, in order for their joint execution to be guaranteed. This notion is not, however, the strongest
available. A stronger notion is that of perfect compatibility, where two complete plans 79 and 791 are defined
as perfectly compatible just in case their union 79 U791 is itself complete and schedulable. It is easy to see that
791 and 792, though strongly compatible, are not perfectly compatible, since the joint plan 791 U 792 allows for
schedules in which $5 occurs between Si and $3, threatening the link (81, A, $3).

Semantics
Eventually, we will want to interpret a plan as specifying a set of allowed futures--intuitively, those futures
consistent with an execution of the plan. (An interpretation along these lines can be developed within the
general logical framework of branching time [18, 19].) For reasons of space, however, we restrict ourselves in
this paper to a simpler account, in which complete and scheduled plans, rather than futures, are taken as
the points in the semantic space, and more abstract plans are associated with sets of these.
We begin by adapting the notion of refinement [10] from the plan generation literature.

Definition 6 (Refinement; E ) Let 79 = (S, O, £) and 79' = (S t, O', £1) be plans. Then 791 is a refinement
of 79 (79 E 79') just in case S C ,5' and O C O I and £ C £'.
Letting 17 represent the set of complete and scheduled plans, we define the semantic interpretation of a plan
as follows.

Definition 7 (Interpretation; v[P]) The interpretation of a plan P is the set of its complete and scheduled
refinements: v[79] = {79': 79 _U79'} N H.
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The idea, of course, is that a plan is to be interpreted as the set of ways in which it might be carried out,
and so it is natural to define a plan as consistent whenever there is some way in which it can be carried out.

Definition 8 ( P l a n c o n s i s t e n c y ) A plan 79 is consistent just in case v[79] ~ 0.
Note that a complete plan is consistent just in case it is schedulable, and that an incomplete plan is consistent
just in case it has a complete and schedulable refinement.

3

Evaluation of options

For the purposes of this paper, we define an option as a complete plan that is presented to an agent for
acceptance or rejection. This terminology may seem peculiar, since it is often natural to think of an option
as something more along the lines of a goal state--having a new shirt, say. Nevertheless, even when the
value of an option lies entirely in the achievement of some goal state, sensible reasoning demands that goal
states and their means of achievement--in this case, a trip to the mall--must be evaluated together.
We suppose that an agent evaluates each new option 79 against the background of a context C, some plan
to which it is already committed, and that the process of evaluation proceeds as follows. First, the agent
determines whether 79 is compatible with C--where, for the purposes of this paper, we will assume that the
concept of compatibility can be usefully approximated through our notion of strong compatibility--and if
not, 79 is rejected. Of course, this policy of immediately rejecting incompatible options is a considerable
simplification. More realistically, an agent faced with an incompatible option 79 could explore either local
revisions to the plan that might guarantee compatibility, or else alternative plans for achieving the goal that
79 aims at; and if the goal is valuable, the agent might also consider modifications of his background context.
However, we cannot examine these more sophisticated alternatives in the present paper.
Assuming compatibility, then, the agent should accept the new option just in case its benefit outweighs
its cost in the context. Again, we simplify by supposing that the benefit of the option 79--represented here
as j3(79)--is both apparent and independent of context (in the most natural case, this benefit will derive
from the goal state at which the plan is directed). All that remains to be specified, then, is the cost of the
new option 79 in the context C.
Cost

in isolation

We begin by defining the cost of a plan in isolation. We take as given a function Cost mapping action types
into real numbers representing their costs, and assume that the function is extended to the steps of a plan
in the natural way: Cost(Si) = Cost(Type(Si)).
Next, we introduce an auxiliary notion of point cost, defined only for complete, scheduled plans--the
points in the semantic space. Where 79 = (S, O, £) is such a plan, we partition the plan steps into sets of
actions forced (by the temporal constraints) to occur at the same moment, taking [Si] = {Sj : 0 ~- ti = tj}
for each Si E S. We then let [79] represent the set of these equivalence classes: [79] = {[Si] : S~ E S}. It
follows from our definition of a schedule that steps in the same equivalence class will necessarily represent
actions of the same type; these type-identical steps performed at the same moment are to be thought of as
collapsing into a single merged step. We therefore define the point cost of the plan itself as the sum of the
costs assigned to the merged steps it contains:

Point-cost(79)=

~
[S,l~[~]
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Cost(Si).

Given this auxiliary notion, it is now natural to define the cost of an arbitrary consistent plan as the
point cost of the least expensive way in which it might be carried out, that is, the least expensive point in
its semantic interpretation.

Definition 9 ( C o s t o f a p l a n ; ~(P)) Where P is a consistent plan, the cost of P is the point cost of its
least expensive complete and scheduled refinement: n('P) = min{Point-cost(P'): 7Y E v[P]}.
It is easy to see that ~¢('P) = Point-cost CP) whenever P is itself a complete and scheduled plan, and that
~(PO) = 0 for the null plan :PO = (0, O, 0).
Cost

in c o n t e x t

Having defined the cost of a plan in isolation, we now turn to our central task of defining the cost of a new
option 7~ in the context of a background plan C. Our treatment of this concept is simple: we take the cost
of the new option in context to be its marginal cost--the cost of carrying out ~ along with C, less the cost
of carrying out C alone.

Definition 10 (Cost o f a p l a n in a c o n t e x t ; ~ ( ~ / C ) ) Where the plans C and P are strongly compatible,
the cost of T~ in the context C is ~(7~/C) = ~(7~ UC) - ~(C).
It follows immediately from this definition that the cost of a plan in the null context is identical to its cost
in isolation: ~('P/'P0) = ~(:P)- It is also worth noting that the cost of a plan in any context that already
includes that plan as a component is zero: ~ ( P / ' P t3 C) = 0.
This definition can be illustrated with a case in which the cost of a new option is actually affected by the
background context. Suppose the agent's background context is simply the plan to buy a shirt at the mall,
represented by our earlier 'Pl, and imagine that the agent is presented with the new option of going to the
mall for some swim goggles. More exactly, we can take the new option as the plan ~03 = (~-~3, O3,/~3), where

23 • {$7, $8, $9, SlO}, 03 : {t7 < t9, t8 < tg, t9 < tl0}, and L3 = {($7, A, $9), ($8, B, $9), ($9, E, Slo)}.
Here, the steps $7 and $8 again represent actions of going to the mall and bringing one's wallet, steps
sharing the respective types of Sz and $2 from the background plan 'Pz; the step $9 represents the action
of purchasing the goggles; $10 is again a d u m m y step representing goal achievement; and the statement E
represents the proposition that the agent has swim goggles. Let us suppose that these various steps carry
the following costs: each of $2, $3, Ss, and $9 carries a cost of 1, since both carrying a wallet and making a
purchase are easy to do; each of $1 and $7 carries a cost of 10, since any trip to the mall is abhorrent; and
$4 and $10, as d u m m y steps, both carry a cost of 0.
Given this information, it is clear that ~(7~1) = 12--the cost of the agent's background plan is 12.
Presumably, then, the benefit of this background plan must be at least 12--we must have j3CPl ) > 12--or
the agent would not have adopted it. Suppose, however, that j3(P3) = 2. It is clear also that ~('P3) =- 12,
so that, considered in isolation, the new option would not be worth pursuing. On the other hand, it is
easy to see that ~('P3 U "Pl) = 13, since the least expensive execution of the joint plan, in which both
the steps $1 and $7 as well as the steps $2 and Ss are merged, carries a cost of 13. Therefore, we have
~('P3fPl) = ~(P3 U T~i) - ~(Pl) = 1. Even though the new option would not be worth pursuing in isolation,
it is worth pursuing in context, since its benefit is greater than its cost in context.
As this example shows, the cost of a plan in context may be less than its cost in isolation, but it is also
possible for the cost is context to be greater. Our earlier taxi/van story already illustrates this possibility, but
it is worth noting that it also arises even in the more restricted framework of complete, strongly compatible
plans. In this setting, a plan in context will have a higher cost than it has in isolation if the background plan
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contains steps that might be merged if it were performed in isolation, but the new option blocks that merge
possibility. For instance, suppose the agent already intends to purchase a shirt and some swim goggles at
the mall, and is now considering an option of seeing a movie. Suppose further that the movie begins soon,
leaving time to make only one of the purchases, and that the mall stores are closed after the movie lets out.
Then attending the movie, in this context, has an extra cost, since it means an additional trip to the mall
to carry out the already intended plans. Just as in the taxi/van story, the present example illustrates a case
in which a new option is more expensive in context than in isolation because its adoption would rule out the
most efficient executions of the background plan.
Cost

estimates

Although the notion of cost as the least expensive method of execution is defined for any consistent plan,
we do not necessarily assume that the agent knows the true cost either of his background plan or of any new
options under consideration. Instead, the agent m a y only estimate the cost of its plans.

Definition 11 (Cost e s t i m a t e f o r a p l a n ) Where P is a consistent plan, a cost estimate for 7~ is an
interval of the form e = [t-,e+], where e - and e + are nonnegative real numbers such that e- ~ ~(T') ~ e +.
Cost estimates, so defined, accurately bound the actual cost of a plan, and are thus related to the interval
measures of plan cost used in the decision-theoretic plan generation literature [21, 7, 6].
We now show that, under certain coherence conditions, a cost estimate for a plan in context can be
derived from a cost estimate for the context together with a cost estimate for the plan and context combined.
Assume that P and C are strongly compatible plans, and that ec = [e~, ec+] and e~,u¢ -- [e~u c, e~+uc] are
cost estimates for the plans C and 7~ U C respectively. We know from the definition of a cost estimate that
e[ ~_ ec+ and C~u c _~ e~,uc+, but the definition tells us nothing about the relations among the intervals cc
and epuc themselves. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to conclude that ~ < e~uc, since the least expensive
execution of the compound plan P U C cannot be less costly than the least expensive execution of C, one
of its components; and similarly, ec+ < e~+uc. We characterize the pair of estimates cc and epuc as jointly

coherent just in case these two conditions hold: e~ < e~u c and ec+ < e~+uc.
As long as ec and e~uc are jointly coherent we can derive a cost estimate cp/c = [e~/c, c~,/c
+ ] for the plan
P in the context C in the following way. Given joint coherence, the end points of the intervals ec and e~,uc
can stand in only two possible ordering relations:

(1)

5

(2)

<

5 ¢ uc 5 ~uC~
+

In either case, it is clear that e~+lC should be defined as c~+uc - e~, the m a x i m u m possible distance between
- c - ¢c+, the minimum
points in epoc and ec. In case (1), we know that e~/c should likewise defined as epu
possible distance. In case (2), it is reasonable to take e~/c as O, since we know, even when the low estimate
for executing 'P U C is less than the high estimate for executing C, that the true cost of executing 7~ U C can
be no less than the true cost of executing C. Combining cases (1) and (2), we can therefore take ¢~/c as
max[0, ~ u c - cc+], leading to the following general definition.

Definition 12 (Cost e s t i m a t e f o r a p l a n in c o n t e x t ) Where the plans "P and C are strongly compat+

ible, let ec = [e~, ec+] and ~puc = [epu c, epuc] be a pair of jointly coherent cost estimates for the plans C
and ~P U C. Then the cost estimate [or the plan 7~ in the context C is the interval c7~/c = [e~,/c, ep+/c], where

¢~1 c = max[O, e.~uc -- ~c+] and C~+lC= ~,u¢ - eE.
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It follows immediately from this definition that ~(7~/C), the true cost of T' in the context C, lies within the
derived interval eT~/C; and it is also easy to see that the derived interval eT~/c narrows monotonically as the
intervals ec and epuc are narrowed.
The derived interval estimate of cost in context is useful because, in many cases, it allows an agent
to accept or reject an option without calculating its true cost. Suppose, for example, that an agent with
background plan 6 is considering the new option 'P with benefit/~('P); and imagine that the agent has assigned
estimated costs ec and eT,uc to the plans C and :P U C, from which it derives the estimate eT~/c = [e~/c, e~+/c]
for the cost of P in the context C. Then if j3(P) > e~+/c, the agent is justified in adopting the new option,
since the cost in context of the option is necessarily less than its benefit; and likewise, the agent is justified
in rejecting the option if/~(~o) < e~/c ' since its cost in context is necessarily greater than its benefit. If

e~/c < j3(P) < e~,/c
+ , there are two subcases to consider. First, if it happens that e~/c = e~+/c , then, since we
know that ~('P/C) lies within the interval e~,/c, it follows that j3(P) = ~(P/C), and so the agent is justified
either in accepting or rejecting the option. If e~/c < e~,/c , on the other hand, the agent's interval estimates
do not provide enough information to determine whether the option should be adopted or rejected. In this
last case, and only this case, the agent is forced to refine his estimates further before making a rational
decision, narrowing his cost estimates for C and "P ta C, and thereby also narrowing his derived estimate for
7~ in the context of C.

4

Reasoning procedures

We now present some algorithms through which the process sketched in Section 3 of evaluating a new option
P against the background of a context C might actually be accomplished.
As explained earlier, the first step of the process is determining whether P is, in fact, strongly compatible
with the context C. This problem has been studied in [22], which develops a constraint satisfaction procedure
to determine plan compatibility. This algorithm, COMBINE,takes as input two plans--which, in our case,
would be ~ and C--identifies all the threats between them, constructs a constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP) representing the threat resolution alternatives, and then solves the CSP to find some set of resolutions.
This set of resolutions is equivalent to the constraint set O ~ in our Definition 5 of strong compatibility, so
that a solution to the CSP guarantees strong compatibility between "P and C. If the CSP has no solution,
so that strong compatibility fails, the algorithm indicates this by returning a failure value, and, in the
current treatment, the new option is rejected. Again, this immediate rejection of incompatible options is
an oversimplification, but one that we adhere to in this paper. Note that the COMBINE algorithm was not
designed for temporally grounded plans, but we are developing a generalization of it that can handle such
plans [17].
Our focus in this paper is on the second step in the reasoning process, in which the agent computes the
cost estimate for plan T' in context C. Given an option "P that is compatible with C, we might next appeal
to the OPTIMAL MERGE algorithm [22], which uses a dynamic programming approach to find an optimally
merged plan, that is, one with minimum cost. This cost is precisely ~(:P tag), which could then be combined
with an exact value for ~(C) to yield an exact value for ~('P/C). The option ~ could then be accepted or
rejected depending on the relation between ~(7)/C) and fl('P).
In general, however, it may not be necessary to compute the exact value of ~CP/C); instead, as suggested
earlier, an agent may be able to accept or reject a new option only on the basis of an interval estimate of its
cost in context. The remainder of this section develops an algorithm to implement this idea--evaluating a
new option by estimating its cost in context, and then progressively refining the estimates where necessary.
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Such an approach may prove to be efficient if, as we suspect, it can frequently terminate in realistic cases
without the need to compute an exact cost in context. In addition, the algorithm presented here displays
anytime performance, producing cost estimates of monotonically increasing accuracy. Thus, if the agent
"runs out of time" in evaluating an option, and is forced to a decision before shrinking the cost range
sufficiently, the agent can at least make an informed decision; it can determine, for example, how much it
stands to lose. Finally, by reasoning about incomplete plans and estimated costs, the algorithm matches our
intuitions about deliberation in dynamic environments.

Stepsets
Given our current restriction to complete plans, the only factor influencing plan cost is step merging. To
support reasoning about possible step merges, we therefore introduce the notion of a stepset. A stepset
clusters steps in a plan that share the same type.
D e f i n i t i o n 13 ( S t e p s e t o f a p l a n ) Where P = (S, O,/:) is a consistent plan, a stepset for :P is a partition
M = {[$1],..., [Snl} of S subject to the restriction that Type(Si) = Type(Sj) for any steps Si and Sj
belonging to the same equivalence class [Sk].
Because type-equivalence is a necessary but not sufficient condition for placing two steps in the same equivalence class, a given plan may have several different stepsets. Consider a plan P with only two steps, both
of which are the same type. Plan P will have one stepset in which its two steps are clustered, and another
in which they are not. Intuitively, the former corresponds to all schedules for P in which its two steps are
merged, while the latter corresponds to those in which they are not. In fact, the temporal constraints in P
may prevent the merging of its two steps; that is, there may be no schedules for P that merge its steps. In
that case, we will say that the stepset that places the two steps in same equivalence class is not feasible.
Let us make these notions precise. We will say that a schedule for a plan P corresponds to a particular
stepset for 79 whenever the step merges determined by the schedule agree with those of the stepset. Let
79 = (,5, O,/2) be a plan, and let M be a stepset for 79 and 0 be a schedule for 79. Then 0 corresponds to
M provided that for any steps Si and Sj in S, Si and Sj are in the same equivalence class in M if and only
if O }- ti = tj.
As already noted, not every stepset will have a schedule that corresponds to it. Let M = {[$1],..., [S~]}
be a stepset for the plan 79 = (S, O, £). Then we define the stepset constraints associated with M--written,
Const(M)--as that set containing ti = tj whenever [Si] = [Sj], and ti # tj whenever [Si] # [Sj]. The stepset
M is then defined as feasible just in case the plan (S, O U Const(M), £) is complete and schedulable.
Stepsets represent only decisions about which steps in a plan are to be merged, neglecting any other
information about the order of steps or the exact times of their performance. On the other hand, stepsets
do capture all the information that is necessary for computing plan cost: since cost depends only on step
merging, all of the scheduled plans that correspond to a particular stepset will have the same cost. Given a
stepset M, we can therefore introduce a notion of stepset cost for M, written SSCost(M), as follows:

SSCost(M) = Z

Cost(Si).

[S,]EM
The stepset cost for M
The stepsets based
lattice is the minimally
equivalence class [Si] is

represents the cost of any scheduled plan corresponding to M.
on a plan 79 can be organized into a lattice, as follows. The top element of the
merged stepset Minmerge(79), defined as the partition {[$1],..., [S,~]} in which each
identified with the unit set {Si}. The bottom element of the lattice is the maximally
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merged stepset Maxmerge(P), defined as the partition {[$1],..., [S,]}, in which each equivalence class [Si] is
identified with the set {Sj : Type(Sj) = Type(S~)} containing all steps sharing the type of S~. We can then
define one stepset as below another in the lattice if it results from increased merging. More exactly, where
M and M ' are elements of the lattice, we define M < M ' just in case: for each [S~] in M ' there is an [Sj] in
M such that [Si] C [Sj]. We can then define the down successors of a stepset M as those stepsets that are
below M in the lattice and contain exactly one fewer member; and we can define the up successors of M as
those stepsets that are above M in the lattice and contain exactly one more member. The down successors
of M are those stepsets that can be obtained from M by merging two of its members, and the up successors
of M are those stepsets from which M can be obtained through the merge of two members.
We can assume that these various stepset concepts are implemented as the following functions: S S c o s T ( M )
calculates the stepset cost of a stepset M; MINMERGE(~)and MAXMERGE(P)form the minimally and maximally merged stepsets of the plan "P; DOWN-SUCCESSORS(M) and UP-SUCCESSORS(M) return the down
successors and up successors of the stepset M in the relevant lattice; and FEASIBLE(M,P) determines
whether M is a feasible stepset for plan P. All but the last of these functions are trivial. Feasibility requires
checking whether (8, O U Const(M), £) is complete and schedulable. We do this by casting the problem as
a constraint satisfaction one, in which the constrained variables are the steps in S, and their domains are
moments of execution: that is, a solution to the CSP problem consists of an assignment of a time point to
each step. Two sets of constraints must be observed: the temporal constraints in (P U Const(M), and the
threat-avoidance constraints that derive from £. Although in the worst case, solving a CSP is computationally intractable, there are a number of powerful techniques that are known to work very well in practice, and
in fact, have recently been applied to large planning and scheduling problems [5, 11, 12, 4].
The

algorithm

We now present our algorithm, depicted in Figure 1, for evaluating an option ~P in the context g, under
the assumption that the two plans are strongly compatible. The algorithm works with two stepset lattices,
based on the plans g and ~P U g. In a fashion somewhat reminiscent of the candidate-elimination algorithm
[14], our algorithms maintains, for each lattice, an upper frontier containing the highest nodes in the lattice
not yet known to be infeasible, and similarly a lower frontier. It then systematically attempts to establish
the feasibility or infeasibility of the nodes in the frontiers, refining the cost estimates for the plans g and
~P U C, and using them to update the derived cost estimate for ~ in the context g. After each refinement,
the derived estimate of cost in context is compared with the benefit of ~P; if/3(~P) is outside the range of the
current estimate, the algorithm then terminates with a recommendation to either accept or reject ~.
In more detail, the algorithm begins by calling the procedure INITIALIZE('P, C), which has the following
effects. Where Q ranges over the plans g and ~P U g, it assigns to the variables Upper@ and Lower@ sets
containing the minimally and maximally merged stepsets for Q. Next, the variables e~ and ¢~, representing
upper and lower cost estimate bounds for the plan Q, are assigned the stepset costs of these minimally and
maximally merged stepsets. Finally, the variables Actual~ and Actual~ are set to false: these are simply
flags indicating whether the upper and lower cost estimate bounds for the plan Q are based on stepsets
known to be feasible.
After initialization, the algorithm enters its main loop, first checking whether the current cost estimates
for C and 7~ U C are jointly coherent, that is, whether e~ _< e~u c and ~c+ _< ep+uc. This is required because
subsequent refinement of the estimates ec and e~,uc may lead to a temporary loss of joint coherence. In
that case, the estimate ep/c cannot be updated until coherence has been restored by further refiment steps.
When ec and epuc are jointly coherent, the algorithm applies Definition 12 to update the estimate epic,
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procedure EVALUATE-OPTION(P,C) r e t u r n Accept or Reject
INITIALIZE(10,C)
loop
i f COHERENT(e~", eC, e~oc, e.~uC) t h e n
max[0,

-

if v[10] > e~+lCt h e n
r e t u r n Accept
e n d if
if v[10] < e~l c t h e n
r e t u r n Reject
end if
if e~,/c = e~+lCt h e n
r e t u r n Accept or Reject
end if
end if
Call either REFINE(C) or REFINE(10U C)
end loop

Figure 1:

EVALUATE-OPTION(10,C)

and then carries out the reasoning procedure described at the end of Section 3: it compares the benefits
of the new option with the current estimate of its cost in context, and accepts or rejects the new option
if the current estimate is narrow enough to allow it to do so. Otherwise, if the current estimate of cost in
context is not narrow enough to justify a decision--or if the current cost estimates for C and i° U C are not
jointly coherent--the algorithm tightens the cost estimates for C and 10 U C, by calling either REFINE(C) or
REFINE(10 t..JC), and then repeats the loop.
We have left the decision about which estimate to refine (ec or ~7,uc) nondeterministic in the algorithm,
thereby decoupling the control heuristics from the algorithm itself. A similar decoupling has proven to be
useful in the analysis of many AI algorithms. This tactic has two advantages. First, it simplifies the base
algorithm; see [20] for an example of this applied to classical plan generation. Second, it allows for separate,
focused investigation of heuristics for efficient control, something we are now exploring in our ongoing work.
Recent work in decision-theoretic plan generation [6] has analyzed the use of interval-based utility estimates
in finding optimal plans, and there is potential for the transfer of this analysis to our framework. However,
we defer consideration of this issue to subsequent work.
The procedure REFINE(Q)--where Q ranges over C and 10 U C--is itself straightforward, simply calling
either REFINE-DOWN(Q) or REFINE-UP(Q), again, nondeterministically choosing between them.
The two refinement procedures are similar, and we first describe REFINE-DOWN(Q). Essentially, what
it does is select a node M from the upper frontier, and check its feasibility. The nodes are selected in
decreasing order of cost. Thus, if M is found to be feasible, its cost is less than that of any previously
examined feasible node; hence the current upper bound on the cost estimate, e~, can be set to the cost
of M. What if M is found to be infeasible? Both C and 10 U C are consistent; the latter is a consequence
of the strong compatibility of 10 and C. Thus, regardless of whether Q is C or 10 U C, its stepset lattice
is guaranteed to contain at least one feasible node. If a feasible node has not yet been f o u n d - - t h a t is, if
Actual~ = F - - w e know that some feasible element exists whose stepset cost is less than that of M, and so
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procedure REFINE-DOWN(Q)
i f Actual~ = F then
Select a maximal cost element M from UpperQ
Delete M from UpperQ
Add DOWN-SUCCESSOaS(M) to UpperQ
i f FEASIBLE(M, Q) then

Actual~ ~-- T
e~ ~ S S c o s T ( M )
else
i f Actual~ = F then

e~ e- Argmaxve gpp~,.QSSCOST(U)
end if
end i f
end i f

Figure 2: REFINE-DOWN(Q)
e~ can be set to reflect the highest stepset cost of the remaining elements. Again, this can only lower the
value of e~. However, if a feasible point has already been found, we have no guarantee of finding another,
and so determining that M is infeasible does not lead to updating the value of e~.
After examining M, the procedure removes it from the upper frontier, and replaces it with its downsuccessors, so that they can be considered in subsequent iterations.
The procedure REFINE-UP(Q), presented in Figure 3, is in some ways a dual to REFINE-DOWN(Q): it
refines the lower bound e~ of the cost estimate for the plan Q, working from the lower frontier. It differs,
however, in its behavior when a feasible node is found. The reason for this is that the first feasible node
found represents ~(Q), the true cost of Q: because the procedure selects nodes in increasing order of cost,
the first feasible node it finds necessarily corresponds to the least expensive schedule for Q, which is the true
cost of Q. Therefore, immediately upon finding a feasible node, REFINE-UP(Q) sets the upper bound e~ to
e~, narrowing the estimate to a point.
One final comment about the algorithms concerns the initial lines of both REFINE-UP(Q) and REFINEDOWN(Q), which require that Actual~ = F. This is simply a bookkeeping condition: because REFINEUP(Q) sets both e~ and e~ to the exact cost of Q at the same time as it sets Actual~ = T, this condition
blocks additional calls to either procedure from producing any further effect.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed the foundations of a theory of rational choice that takes seriously the view
that agents make decisions in the context of their existing plans. A central goal of our work is to ensure that
the theory we develop is computationally viable, and we have framed our approach in terms of models of
planning developed in the AI literature. The overall picture we have is one in which an agent maintains a set
of commitments, some of which, at any given time, will be only partially specified. A new option for action
must then be evaluated taking into account interactions between that option and the background context.
Recognizing that agents have computational resource limits, we have developed an account that does not
require the agent always to compute the exact cost of an option in context; instead, we have shown how
estimates of option cost can support rational choice.
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p r o c e d u r e REFINE-UP(Q)
i f Actual~ = F t h e n
Select a minimal cost element M from LowerQ
Delete M from LowerQ
Add UP-SUCCESSORS(M) to LowerQ
if FEASIBLE(M, Q) t h e n
Actual~ ~ T
e~ ~ S S c o s T ( M )
else

e~ 4- ArgminueLower•
end if
end if

Figure 3:

SSCOST(U)

REFINE-UP(Q)

Here we have only provided details for a very restricted case of the general problem, and it is clear
that the theory must be extended along a number of dimensions. Some such extensions are relatively
straightforward. For example, we have discussed only cost savings that result from merging of type-identical
steps, but sometimes it is also possible to merge steps of different types that both achieve the particular
conditions required in the current context. Also, we have discussed only plans that involve a single, albeit
possibly merged, action at a time, but have not here considered plans with true concurrency: two or more
steps of different types performed at the same moment.
Other generalizations will require more significant extensions to the theory as we have developed it in
the paper. Most notably, we have dealt here only with complete, primitive plans. Handling incomplete plans
requires extending the algorithms for cost computation, because the cost of an incomplete plan depends
not just on possible ways of scheduling it, but also on possible ways of completing it. Similarly, handling
hierarchical plans requires reasoning about possible decompositions. In both cases, then, methods for plan
generation must be interwoven with the cost computation process.
Finally, we have focused our attention in this paper on new options that are at least strongly compatible
with the background context. Although this is a reasonable starting point, it is clearly important to generalize
the theory so it can handle other situations. We are currently examining weaker notions of compatibility, for
instance, situations in which the union of the new option and the background context results in threats that
cannot be resolved with just ordering and linking constraints, but instead require the introduction of new
plan steps. In this case, the computation of plan cost must take into account the cost of the threat-repair
steps. A further generalization, hinted at in Section 3, would cover situations of true incompatibility between
a background context and a new option.
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